Information sheet for the
ICBM – PHD – Colloquium 2015

General:

- Colloquium takes place every 3 weeks: Mondays: 5 pm (s.t.¹) until 7 pm in room W15 0 - 023
- At least one Colloquium will take place in Wilhelmshaven (probably the one in July)
- Register at StudIP to receive the CP

Mark your favorite day for giving a talk in the Doodle – Questionnaire:
http://doodle.com/eybrekhx46sbiebx

Talks:

- Max. 15 minutes (could be less) and 5 minutes discussion (could be more)
- If you want to give a longer talk please contact one of us
- Language should be English
- Please prepare an introduction slide about yourself and your research when you give your first talk.
- Please send us the title and a short informative sentence (e-mail addresses below) at least four days before your talk takes place.
- It would be nice if you will give a talk once per year

Kind of talk:

- your PhD – Topic,
- a method, problem or a solution
- an overview about your topic
- test talk for a conference
- ...

Organisation group:

- Laura Verbeek
  o laura.verbeek@uni-oldenburg.de
  o Phone: 04421-944-8209; Room 031 Terramare in Wilhelmshaven
- Daniel Wünsch
  o daniel.wuensch@uni-oldenburg.de
  o Phone: 0441-798-3613; Room: W03-0-093, Wechloy-Campus
- Marvin Dörries
  o marvin.doerries@uni-oldenburg.de
  o Phone: 0441-798-3613; Room: W03-0-093, Wechloy-Campus

¹ s.t. means “sine tempore”: this means exact at 5 pm without the typical „student-quarter“